Abstract-Conventional EM optimization aims to use fewest possible fine model evaluations to increase the speed of optimization. In this work, we propose to use a large number of fine model evaluations to achieve an overall speedup. A large number of fine model evaluations allows us to build a surrogate model valid in a large neighborhood. In the proposed technique, these valid surrogate models are used to achieve large and effective optimization updates, thereby resulting in fewer iterations of the optimization process. Valid surrogate models uses many fine model evaluations which are realized in parallel using hybrid distributed shared memory computing platforms. Parallel computation of large number of fine model evaluations reduces the major computational time required for constructing a surrogate model. Furthermore, we exploit trust region algorithms to guarantee convergence and to re-define the fine model evaluation range in each iteration of the proposed optimization algorithm. The proposed technique aims to increase the speed of gradient based EM optimization when no coarse model (e.g., empirical or equivalent circuits) is available. Three typical examples are used to illustrate the proposed technique.
I. INTRODUCTION
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ESIGN and optimization of electromagnetic (EM) structures often requires a massive amount of CPU time to find the optimum design space parameters. The strength of the EM analysis, includes rigorous analysis of general microwave structures, makes the design of microwave circuits more reliable than the use of empirical or equivalent circuit models. Recent advances in optimization methods, especially gradient based methods, made the EM based design more feasible for practical microwave structures. These methods are mostly sequential and evaluate the next optimization update using single-point EM evaluation to minimize the CPU time per iteration. The gradient optimization method involves many iterations of optimization; The authors are with the Department of Electronics, Carleton University, Ottawa, ON, Canada K1S 5B6 (e-mail: vmgongal@doe.carleton.ca; szhang12@doe.carleton.ca; chaozhang@doe.carleton.ca; qjz@doe.carleton).
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therefore it has to perform that many single-point EM evaluations. Recent efforts on improving the speed of optimization include space mapping techniques and artificial neural networks. Space mapping techniques (SM) [1] - [4] aims to use fewest possible fine model (EM model) evaluations by exploiting coarse models (e.g., empirical or equivalent circuits) during optimization, thereby increasing the speed of overall optimization. Recent improvements in space mapping such as three level output space mapping [5] , constrained parameter extraction using implicit space mapping [6] , space mapping optimization using EM-based adjoint sensitivity [7] , and fast EM modeling using shape-preserving response prediction and space mapping [8] focus on reducing the number of fine model evaluations. Standardized formulation of space mapping [1] , [4] uses single-point fine model data, or accumulated fine model data from previous iterations to train the surrogate model in each iteration. However, most space mapping techniques requires the availability of a coarse model of the microwave structure.
Another method to speed up the optimization process is neural network based parametric modeling and optimization [9] - [11] , where the computation burden of fine model evaluations are shifted from online optimization to offline neural network training. The trained neural network model is used for optimization. A conglomerate of the above two techniques was also proposed and developed in [12] - [14] . In [12] , multi-point fine model data is generated in the first iteration, while single-point fine model data is generated in the other iterations. However, single-point fine model data is generated sequentially until the optimum solution is achieved.
Recently, parallel computation has been researched to speed up intensive computational processes and utilize computers number crunching ability more effectively [15] . Parallel computation methods has been used for global optimization such as genetic algorithms (GA) [14] and particle swarm optimization (PSO) [16] , where the evaluations of multiple chromosomes of a population (GA) or multiple particles of a swarm (PSO) are computed in parallel. Parallel automatic model generation technique is proposed in [17] , using parallel adaptive sampling and parallel data generation to save model development time. Distributed fine model evaluation techniques has been proposed in [18] , [19] , where the fine model frequency range is sub-divided into different frequency bands and evaluated on parallel processors. This method has high efficiency when the fine model uses discrete simulation feature. However, this method [19] is not applicable if fast simulation feature or frequency interpolating simulation feature is used in EM 0018-9480 © 2015 IEEE. Translations and content mining are permitted for academic research only. Personal use is also permitted, but republication/ redistribution requires IEEE permission. See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
simulations. A parallel space mapping approach [20] is used for EM optimization, where the fine model evaluations and training of the surrogate model uses parallel computational techniques. However, the method in [20] requires the availability of coarse model. In [7] , [8] , [21] a coarse mesh EM simulation is used instead of an equivalent circuit model for space mapping techniques based on sequential computational approach. When the coarse model is not available, parallel approach to gradient based EM optimization still remains an open subject. Recently, a preliminary work on EM optimization with no coarse models is presented in [22] where the use of parallel computational techniques for EM optimization was briefly explored. This paper is a substantial expansion beyond [22] where a significant development lead to an integrated trust region framework with a systematic parallel approach. A specific type of design of experiments (DOE), i.e., orthogonal arrays, for sampling multiple EM points over the predefined surrogate model range are explored. Without the loss of generality, trust region algorithms [23] - [25] are tailored such that the convergence properties are satisfied and the speed of optimization is increased compared to [22] by using adaptive large optimization updates. Compared to [20] the proposed optimization technique requires no coarse models. In comparison to [9] - [11] , the surrogate model development proposed in the present paper doesn't involve an overhead cost of training, thereby speeding the optimization process. Also, the proposed parallel optimization can be used even when the EM simulator uses fast simulation feature or frequency interpolating simulation feature.
In the proposed technique, we deliberately use many fine model evaluations (multi-point function evaluations) within each iteration of optimization. The large number of fine model evaluations are used to construct a surrogate model in a relatively large neighborhood around a central point. Central point refers to the best solution from optimizing the surrogate model in each iteration. Each iteration has a set of fine model evaluations that are generated in parallel on a hybrid distributed-shared memory computational architecture. The surrogate model developed provides rich information in estimating the direction for the next optimization update. Further, the central point is updated after each iteration using trust region framework, thereby allowing the trust radius to change dynamically from iteration to iteration. Since the surrogate model is valid in a large neighborhood, this results in a large and effective optimization update. Therefore, the proposed method takes fewer iterations and achieves speedup in the optimization process. Three typical examples are illustrated to verify the proposed optimization technique. This paper is organized as follows. Section II outlines the original optimization problem followed by a detailed description of the proposed parallel optimization technique. Various aspects of the proposed technique such as sampling methods, parallel distribution strategy, surrogate modeling, and optimization update using trust region are elaborated. In Section III, we demonstrate the EM optimization using three microwave examples including an inter-digital band-pass filter, waveguide filter and a dielectric resonator loaded antenna. In Section IV, we provide conclusions and discuss possible future directions.
II. PROPOSED PARALLEL OPTIMIZATION USING TRUST REGION FRAMEWORK
A. Formulation of the Original Optimization Problem
Let denote the response vector of the fine model under consideration, denote a vector of design variables and represents the frequency. The original optimization problem is formulated as (1) where is a given objective function, e.g., minimax. represents the error function of fine model response and the desired design specifications.
represents the optimal design vector satisfying the design specifications. Suppose, if and represent the set of upper and lower specifications, where and represent the index sets of the frequency points correspondingly, then we define the error function as (2) where is a frequency sample, i.e., the frequency sample. Objective function is either a minimax or a generalized function of [26] .
B. Introduction to the Proposed Optimization Technique
Conventional EM optimization of the EM structure is generally based on single fine model evaluations per iteration. In the proposed method, we use a set of fine model evaluations in a relatively larger neighborhood around a central point to provide rich information in estimating the direction for the next optimization update. These fine model evaluations along with the central point are used to predict the overall behavior of the device in the region of interest. The central point is updated after each iteration of the proposed optimization using trust region framework.
The proposed parallel optimization technique is formulated as distribution of multiple data samples using sampling techniques, computation using parallel processors, surrogate modeling over multiple EM samples and optimization update using trust region framework.
C. Distribution of EM Samples in the n-Dimensional Space
In the proposed technique, large and effective optimization updates per iteration are used to increase the overall speed of the optimization process. The large and effective optimization updates are possible only if the surrogate model is valid in a relatively large neighborhood. For such a surrogate model to be valid, a large number of fine model evaluations are necessary. Therefore, the very first step for the successful surrogate model is the distribution of the samples spanning across the large neighborhood. The most commonly used sample distributions are full-grid distribution, star distribution and orthogonal distribution.
The full-grid distribution sampling method is feasible when the number of design variables is small and the number of levels (subspace divisions) are small. However, when or number of levels becomes larger, the full-grid distribution leads to an exponential increase of sample points. Furthermore, such a huge number of sample points may require millions of fine model evaluations which are not feasible. Alternatively, star distribution of sample points around a central point are used in [12] . In star distribution, when the number of design variables becomes large, the number of sample points grows linearly. However, the surrogate model constructed using star distribution is valid in a relatively small neighborhood around the central point. In the proposed technique, orthogonal sampling [27] is used for generating multiple sample points where the subspace divisions are sampled with the same density and are orthogonal. Orthogonal sampling around the central point enables the surrogate model to be valid in relatively large neighborhood compared to star distribution and also uses far fewer sampling points compared to full-grid distribution.
Let be the number of optimization variables, i.e., the dimension of vector . Let be the best solution of in the th iteration.
will be referred to as the central point in the th iteration for the subsequent descriptions. Around the neighborhood of this central point , we define the region of interest using trust region algorithm as
where determines the interval of each design variable in the th iteration and is initialized in the first iteration by a user defined value.
determines the interval range of the surrogate model for the th iteration, where the surrogate model is presumed to be valid.
is selected as the percentage deviation from the central point. The percentage deviation for each design variable is determined according to the fine model sensitivities estimated through fine model evaluations [28] in the first iteration. For the later stages of optimization, is updated using trust region framework. Once the trust region is defined, design of experiments (DOE) [27] sampling strategy e.g., orthogonal sampling, is used to generate a set of samples around the central point in each iteration of the optimization process. Fig. 1 shows design of experiments (DOE) sampling strategy used to generate multiple sample points around a central point for the th iteration. Let denote one such sample in the trust region , where and represents the sample number in the th iteration. represents the total number of sample points selected using DOE. When the optimization process moves, the central point moves to a new optimization update (new central point)
. All the other DOE sample points move along with the central point when the optimization progresses from th iteration to th iteration. Therefore, the values of samples change from iteration to iteration.
D. Parallel Computation Over Multiple EM Samples
In the proposed technique, multi-point fine model evaluations in the trust region is the major computational burden for constructing a surrogate model. Sequential fine model evaluations of the samples requires times the computational time of one fine model evaluation. Therefore, to reduce the overall computational time, we propose to use parallel computational approach for fine model evaluations over multiple samples.
Parallel computational approach is implemented to accelerate data generation on hybrid distributed-shared memory computational architecture, i.e., a cluster consisting multiple computers with multiple processing cores on each computer. A systematic and scalable job distribution is used to evaluate multiple fine model responses (jobs) . Firstly, fine model evaluations are distributed across all available computers. Each computer is designed to get equal or similar number of jobs so that the workload on each computer over the entire cluster is balanced. In the proposed technique, we set independent simulation environment in each processor where the input-output files in each environment are separated. Each processor executes a job, and then requests another job, until no jobs remain to be executed. Fine model response is generated for the set of samples , in the trust region simultaneously by simulating multiple EM structures in parallel. (4) Let be the speed up ratio between optimization time of a sequential optimization process to that of the parallel optimization process using processors, and is defined as (5) where represents the CPU time for estimating the sensitivities to determine the interval range of each design variable for the first iteration of the optimization process.
is the CPU time per iteration to build a surrogate model and minimize the objective function and is non-parallel. is the fine model evaluation time for a sample in the optimization process. is the overhead CPU time (e.g., communication time between multiple processors) of each iteration for generating many fine model responses in parallel using processors.
represents the number of iterations of the proposed optimization and represents the number of samples per iteration in the optimization process. Parallel efficiency is defined as the speedup achieved divided by the total number of processors ,
It is observed that maximum parallel efficiency is achieved when the overhead CPU time and surrogate model generation and optimization CPU time per iteration are minimized. In the proposed technique, the number of samples derived from typical DOE distributions are comparable to the number of processors of a typical or moderate computer cluster, therefore we set the number of processors to be equal to the number of samples, i.e.,
. This simplifies the description while maximizing practical parallel efficiency of our algorithm.
E. Surrogate Modeling Using Multiple Points Across the Trust Region
In existing EM optimization, surrogate models are constructed using single point fine model data, or accumulated fine model data from previous iterations [1] , [4] . In [20] multiple samples using star distribution are used for constructing surrogate model. However, the availability of a fast coarse model or problem-dependent prior knowledge is a pre-requisite for these techniques. In reality, not all designs can satisfy this pre-requisite. Therefore, the proposed technique aims to address EM optimization without the use of coarse models. In this way, the proposed technique is useful for EM optimization even when the empirical or equivalent circuits models for the EM structure are not available. In the proposed technique, we use widely accepted transfer functions to represent the EM behavior for constructing the surrogate.
The surrogate model, that is valid across the entire trust region (DOE sample space), provides the output response as a function of frequency and the design variables (7) The surrogate model response is expressed as a transfer function in the rational function format [29] as shown in (8) . This can be achieved by using a popular vector-fitting method [30] - [32] (8) where , represents the highest order of the numerator and denominator of the transfer function respectively. If the order of the transfer function in (8) is very high, then the transfer function has a very large dynamic range because of the power series . A high dynamic range will cause the transfer function value to be very sensitive to the coefficients . Consequently, it becomes a challenge to develop a good surrogate model. In order to resolve this challenge the power series are transformed to with a constant magnitude and a linear-phase. The numerator and denominator coefficients are transformed from -domain to -domain using pascal matrix [33] . Therefore, the surrogate model response is now expressed in -domain as shown in (9), (9) where , and are vectors of numerator and denominator coefficients for the bilinear transfer function (9) in -domain. From equations (7)- (9), it is distinctly clear that the coefficients of the transfer function are dependent only on the design variables and are independent of frequency. Therefore, each coefficient of the numerator or denominator for fine model response can now be expressed as a function of the design variables i.e., (10) where and . represents the index of coefficient (either numerator or denominator). The total number of coefficients for the th iteration in (9) is . is a function representing the relation between and design vector space .
represents a vector of weighting factors (unknown factors) in the function . The values of the weighting factors are optimized such that the error between fine model response and the surrogate model response is minimized.
Let be a complete set of unknown weighting vectors for both numerator and denominator coefficients, i.e., for all coefficients. The new weighting factors for the th iteration are defined as (11) where , represents the number of samples in the trust region and represents the complete set of frequency points used for the fine model response. In (11), the surrogate model is expressed as a function of numerator and denominator coefficients, frequency and the design vector space . A simple quadratic polynomial function is used to represent the relation between and design vector space in a relatively large neighborhood. Therefore, can be re-written as follows: (12) where is a generic representation of the th coefficient (either or ) of the transfer function in (9) and is evaluated at data sample of the th iteration in the trust region . Using this approach, the weighting vectors are formulated as (13) The number of unknowns in (13) is dependent on the size of design vector space in the design problem. The number of samples selected using DOE must be greater than the number of unknown weighting parameters for a good modeling accuracy. Also, a good modeling accuracy can be achieved by refining . Re-writing (12) in matrix form as shown in (14) at the bottom of the page, over the set of fine model responses in the trust region will result in a system of linear equations.
represents the matrix in (14) which is determined from samples of in the trust region for the th iteration.
in (15), shown at the bottom of the page, is a vector , i.e., the th coefficient for all samples ( in the trust region . Solve the linear system of equations in (15) using simple regression techniques to evaluate the unknown weighting factors. The weighting vector is calculated using (11) by minimizing the the error between fine model response and the surrogate model response. A good surrogate model match is obtained not only at the DOE samples points in the trust region, but also across the entire trust region.
F. Surrogate Model Optimization and Trust Radius Update
The surrogate model generated in Section II-D is used to estimate the next prospective central point (optimization update). The valid surrogate model in the trust region is optimized using optimization routines such as minimax or quasi-newton to obtain the new central point and is formulated as (16) where is a given objective function, e.g., minimax or a generalized function of the error in (2) between surrogate model response and the design specifications. represents the surrogate model optimal point. To determine whether is the new prospective central point for the next iteration we use a trust region approach [23] - [25] .
A trust region framework is used to improve the convergence of the proposed parallel technique. Control index parameter determines the ratio of actual reduction in the value of objective function to the predicted reduction in the value of objective function. The value of is set to 1, if , i.e., the surrogate model in the trust region is not accurate and will not predict the proper direction for the next optimization update. Otherwise, can be calculated as (17) In the proposed technique, the trust region range of the surrogate model changes from iteration to iteration based on trust radius. The control index parameter determines whether the trust radius has to be expanded or contracted from the previous iteration or remain unchanged using the following conditions, (18) where sets the maximum limit for each design variable. Expansion and contraction of trust radius depends on the values of and in (18) . In this paper, we use and . To determine whether the surrogate model optimal point is the next prospective central point, we evaluate the condition , i.e., the value for the objective function decreases (converges) from the previous iteration. If the condition is satisfied, then the optimization update is equal to surrogate model optimal point . Also, the trust radius is updated as , . 
hence changing the surrogate model range. This completes one iteration of the proposed optimization technique. Otherwise, remains unchanged and the trust radius is updated . The algorithm is terminated if one of the conditions in (19) or (20) is satisfied; i.e., the absolute difference between subsequent iteration points is sufficiently small or if the desired design specifications are satisfied (19) (20) where is a user defined value (in the order of ). Fig. 2 shows a complete flowchart of our proposed optimization. The proposed algorithm is summarized below
Step 1) Set initial central point (starting point) , and at .
Step 2) Use design of experiments (DOE) sampling strategy to generate a set of samples around the central point over the range defined by (3) and is shown in Fig. 1 .
Step 3) Evaluate EM fine model responses at all the DOE sample points using parallel hybrid distributed-shared memory computing platform for as in (4).
Step 4) Construct a surrogate model utilizing transfer functions by extracting the coefficients using vector fitting in (10) Step 5) Find the unknown weighting parameters in (14) i.e.,
Step 6) Solve and find the surrogate model optimal point using (16).
Step 7) Calculate the control index parameter using (17) and update the trust radius using (18).
Step 8) If one of the termination conditions in (19) or (20) is satisfied then go to Step 12 else go to next step.
Step 9) If is satisfied then go to Step 10 else go to Step 11.
Step 10) Set the next optimization update (prospective central point) and also update the trust radius . Increase the iteration counter and go to Step 2.
Step 11) Keep the central point unchanged and set . Go to Step 2.
Step 12) Stop the optimization process.
G. Discussion
The robustness of the proposed algorithm is enhanced by the use of multiple EM samples and the use of trust region methods. Multiple EM samples are used to create a very good approximation of the surrogate model in a large neighborhood. The large neighborhood around the central point for constructing a surrogate model results in a large step size for the optimization update. The large optimization update provides a better possibility of avoiding being trapped in local minima over classical quasi-Newton method. In this way, the quality of the optimization solution obtained using the proposed method can be better than that from classical quasi-Newton method. Further, by exploiting the fact that the transfer function coefficients are smoother than the S-parameters with respect to the changes in the design parameters [29] , we formulate the surrogate model using transfer function and regression techniques which can effectively handle larger region than that of the approximation functions used in the classical quasi-Newton method. This large neighborhood allows the proposed optimization to reach the optimization solution quickly. Furthermore, the large neighborhood allows the proposed algorithm to handle different starting points more effectively.
The other factor attributing to the robustness is the guaranteed convergence of the proposed algorithm. This is achieved by the use of trust region framework. The surrogate model range in each iteration of the proposed algorithm can be adaptively controlled using the control parameter which determines the trust radius. The adaptive trust radius ensures the convergence properties of the trust region algorithm are satisfied.
Compared to parallel optimization methods such as PSO and GA which are non-gradient based, our proposed method is gradient based. For non-gradient methods the optimum solution is found usually at the expense of substantially more computational time compared to gradient based approach. The proposed parallel gradient method has higher speed of convergence over global optimization methods, better quality of the optimization solution and increased robustness over existing classical quasi-Newton method.
III. APPLICATION EXAMPLES
A. Optimization of Inter-Digital Band-Pass Filter
Consider a standard inter-digital band-pass filter [22] as illustrated in Fig. 3 . Assume equal spacing between each end of the resonator and the cavity wall. Coupling ratio between resonators are adjusted by tuning the values of spacing , spacing , and spacing between resonators. Each resonator is of length 43.18 mm, width 5 mm, thickness 0.5 mm, and the structure is enclosed in an cavity of height 10 mm. The design space vector for the example are chosen based on the sensitivity information.
Fine model evaluation is performed by HFSS EM simulator using fast simulation feature. The desired filter specification for the above structure are defined as in the frequency range of 1.3 GHz to 1.8 GHz. The initial central point is selected based on designer experience and knowledge of the problem which results in the corresponding fine model response not too far away from the optimal solution. The initial central point may also be selected based on the past design of similar filters. For this example, the initial central point is the same starting point used in the reference [22] .
(all values are in mm) with is selected as a staring point. The neighborhood around the central point for an th iteration is defined in (3). Here, is a user defined initial trust radius selected based on the sensitivity of the fine model data and is chosen as (all values in mm). Fine model sensitivity information for the above example can be extracted in two ways. Firstly, using the in-built feature of the EM simulator to extract sensitivity information. This involves a significant overhead in the computational cost because of the necessity for discrete frequency sweep. Secondly, we can use perturbation techniques to extract sensitivity information using fast simulation feature without the additional overhead involved in discrete frequency sweep. However, perturbation techniques require fine model responses to extract sensitivity information of the design variables. Using nine (i.e., ) samples of data forming a star distribution, nine (i.e., ) fine model responses are generated using parallel processors simultaneously. Now, we extract the sensitivity information using finite difference method for each design variable with minimum overhead cost. Using this method, one fine model evaluation time is sufficient to obtain all sensitivities. for this structure is chosen as (all values in mm) which is 15% of the central point . gives the relaxed value until the surrogate model no longer predicts the model responses accurately. Typically, it is user defined value and is selected based on the sensitivity of each design variable.
In this example, the optimization problem space has four design variables. The size of unknown weighting vector in (14) depends on the type of regression technique. For this example, using quadratic polynomial will result in unknown weighting vectors. Therefore, using regression techniques the size of weighting vector is calculated to be 15. For a good surrogate model, the number of data samples is selected to be greater than the size of weighting vector . Using DOE [27] with four variables and five levels (subspace divisions), 25 different geometrical samples are obtained which are far fewer and feasible for parallel computation compared to full-grid distribution requiring 1024 samples . These 25 data samples along with the central point are distributed on multiple computers with multiple processors such that the workload on each processor is balanced. We use a cluster of Dell PowerEdge computers with Intel Xeon X5680 processor with each computer having eight processing cores. Using this cluster, 25 fine model evaluations are executed in parallel to obtain 25 fine model responses.
The set of 25 fine model responses are used to generate a surrogate model valid in the region using Steps 4 and 5 in the proposed algorithm. Vector fitting method uses just enough number of poles so as to avoid numerical instability in (14) while estimating the weighting vectors . For this example, 12 poles are sufficient to get an accurate vector fitting for the 25 fine model responses. The coefficients in (10) are extracted from the transfer function using (8) and (9) . Later, using regression techniques (11) is solved to estimate the weighting vectors for all the coefficients. Once the weighting vectors are determined, the surrogate model is optimized using NeuroModeler-plus program in the trust region using (16) to extract the surrogate model optimal point . To determine whether the surrogate model optimal point is the next prospective optimization update, we evaluate the condition , where , in this example, uses a one-sided objective function of the error in (2) . If the condition is satisfied then evaluate (17) and (18) to update the next prospective central point and subsequently update the trust radius. Otherwise, the central point remains unchanged and the trust radius is updated using (18) . The above process is repeated iteratively until one of the termination conditions in (19) and (20) is satisfied.
Using the proposed technique, the final optimal solution (all values are in mm) is obtained after six iterations. Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(d) shows the fine model response at the initial central point (starting point) and final optimal solution respectively. For comparison purposes, we also use coarse and fine mesh space mapping optimization method [21] to optimize this filter. Fig. 4(c) shows the final optimal point obtained after three iterations. For a further comparison, we perform EM optimization of this filter using HFSS internal optimization feature. For convenience, we refer the HFSS internal optimization as direct EM optimization method because the optimization algorithm is applied directly to the EM fine model. The direct EM optimization method uses HFSS's built-in gradient based quasi-Newton optimization algorithm. In SM techniques the optimization is applied to the coarse model which are iteratively mapped to the EM fine model (indirect optimization). Fig. 4(b) shows the final optimal point obtained after 302 fine model evaluations using direct EM optimization. Table I and Fig. 4 shows that direct EM optimization doesn't converge to the optimal solution whereas our proposed technique takes 29.24 min using 25 parallel processors (one processing core for one fine model evaluation) to reach an optimal point. Fig. 5 shows the values of the objective function for the proposed optimization and coarse and fine mesh SM optimization. Using coarse and fine mesh SM method, the value of objective function decreases for three iterations and on further op- timization the value of objective function doesn't improve even after six iterations. Fig. 5 also shows that, the proposed optimization converges quickly to reach the termination condition in (20) . It is interesting to note that for direct EM optimization we use the built-in capability of HFSS to utilize multiple cores for evaluating the fine model response. The proposed parallel technique, even though increases the total number of fine model evaluations, takes a large and effective optimization update and converges to the optimal solution faster.
As a further experiment, we use a new case of different number of design variables to demonstrate the capability of our proposed design strategy. The design vector space has three design variables while the spacing between resonator and the cavity wall is fixed at 3 mm. We choose a different starting point i.e., (all values are in mm) with to re-run our proposed method. Using the same initial trust radius , and , the proposed method reaches the final optimal solution (all value in mm) after seven iterations. Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(d) shows the fine model response at the initial central point (starting point) and final optimal solution respectively. Fig. 6(a) shows that the fine model response at the initial point for the new case which is a different starting point from Fig. 4(a) for the optimization process.
For comparison purposes, we use coarse and fine mesh space mapping optimization method [21] to optimize this filter. Fig. 6(c) shows the final optimal point is obtained after three iterations. We also performed direct EM optimization of this filter using quasi-Newton method for a further comparison. Fig. 6(b) shows the final optimal point is obtained after 227 fine model evaluations. Table II and Fig. 6 shows that direct EM optimization doesn't converge to the optimal solution whereas our proposed technique takes 33.15 min using 16 parallel processors (one processing core for one fine model evaluation) to reach an optimal point. Fig. 7 shows values of the objective function for the proposed optimization and coarse and fine mesh SM optimization. Fig. 7 shows that, the proposed optimization converges quickly to reach the termination condition in (20) (satisfies the design specifications) compared to coarse and fine mesh SM optimization. The speedup factor of 11.11 is calculated using (6) using 16 parallel processors and a parallel efficiency of about 69.4%. The proposed method converges to the optimal solution and has high parallel efficiency even with different number of design variables proving the capability of the proposed design strategy.
B. Optimization of Four-Pole Waveguide Filter
This example shows a four-pole waveguide filter [34] with tuning elements as the posts of square cross section placed at the center of each cavity and each coupling window, as shown in Fig. 8. Height , height , and height are the heights of the tuning posts in the coupling windows. Heights , and are the heights of the square cross section placed in the center of the resonator cavities. The input and output waveguides, as well as the resonant cavities, are standard WR-75 waveguides ( and ). The thickness of the coupling windows is set to 2 mm. The design space vector for this example are chosen based on the sensitivity information.
Fine model evaluation is performed by HFSS EM simulator using the fast simulation feature. The desired filter specifications for the above structure are defined as a standard four-pole chebyshev curves of 300 MHz bandwidth, and centered around 11 GHz. The starting point for this example is selected as the same starting point in the reference [34] .
(all values are in mm) with is selected as the starting point. The neighborhood around the central point for an th iteration is defined using (3). Here, is a user defined initial trust radius selected based on the sensitivity of the fine model data and is chosen as (all values in mm).
for the this example is chosen as (all values in mm) which is percent of the central point . gives the relaxed value until the surrogate model no longer predicts model responses accurately. Typically, it is a user defined value and is selected based on the sensitivity of each design variable.
In this example, the optimization problem space has five design variables. The size of unknown weighting vector in (14) depends on the type of regression technique. For this example, using quadratic polynomial will result in unknown weighting vectors. Therefore, using regression techniques the size of weighting vector is calculated to be 21. For a good surrogate model, the number of data samples is selected to be greater than the size of weighting vector . Using DOE [27] with five variables and five levels (subspace divisions), 25 different geometrical samples are obtained which are far fewer and feasible for parallel computation compared to full-grid distribution requiring 5125 samples . These 25 data samples are distributed on multiple computers with multiple processors and are evaluated in parallel to obtain 25 fine model responses.
The set of 25 fine model responses are used to generate a surrogate model valid in the region using Steps 4 and 5 in the proposed algorithm. Vector fitting method of order 10 is used to get an accurate vector fitting for the 25 fine model responses. Later, using regression techniques (11) is solved to estimate the weighting vectors for all the coefficients. Once the weighting vectors are determined, the surrogate model optimal point is estimated using Step 6. Subsequently, using Steps 7-10 the next optimization update (prospective central point) and the new trust radius are calculated. The proposed optimization process is terminated if one of the conditions in (19) and (20) is satisfied.
Using the proposed technique, the final optimal solution (all values are in mm) is obtained after four iterations. Fig. 9(a) and Fig. 9(d) shows the fine model response at the initial central point (starting point) and final optimal solution respectively. Fig. 9(a) shows that the initial central point is a very good starting point for optimization. For comparison purposes, we also use coarse and fine mesh space mapping optimization method [21] to optimize this filter. Fig. 9(c) shows the final optimal point obtained after four iterations. For a further comparison, we perform direct EM optimization (quasi-Newton) using HFSS internal optimization feature. Fig. 9(b) shows the final optimal point is obtained after 144 fine model evaluations. Table III and Fig. 9 shows that direct EM optimization doesn't converge to the optimal solution whereas our proposed technique takes 21.23 min using 25 parallel processors (one processing core for one fine model evaluation) to reach an optimal point.
The values of the one-sided objective function for the proposed optimization and coarse and fine mesh SM optimization are shown in Fig. 10 . Using coarse and fine mesh SM method, the value of objective function decreases for three iterations and on further optimization the value of objective function doesn't improve significantly. Fig. 10 shows that, the proposed optimization converges quickly to reach the termination condition in (20) As a further experiment about the convergence of the proposed optimization for this filter example, we use a much worse starting point (bad starting point)
(all values are in mm) with to re-run our proposed method. Using the same initial trust radius , and , the proposed method reaches the final optimal solution (all value in mm) after eight iterations. Fig. 11(a) and Fig. 11(d) shows the fine model response at the initial central point (starting point) and final optimal solution respectively. Fig. 11(a) shows that the initial point is much worse starting point than Fig. 9(a) for the optimization process.
For comparison purposes, we use coarse and fine mesh space mapping optimization method [21] to optimize this filter. Fig. 11(c) shows the final optimal point is obtained after two iterations. We also performed direct EM optimization of this filter using HFSS internal optimization feature (quasi-Newton) for a further comparison. Fig. 11(b) shows the final optimal point is obtained after 812 fine model evaluations. Table IV and Fig. 11 shows that direct EM optimization doesn't converge to the optimal solution whereas our proposed technique takes 39.69 min using 25 parallel processors (one processing core for one fine model evaluation) to reach an optimal point. Fig. 12 shows values of the objective function for the proposed optimization and coarse and fine mesh SM optimization. Using coarse and fine mesh SM method, the value of objective function decreases quickly for two iterations and on further optimization the value of objective function doesn't improve significantly even after eight iterations. Fig. 12 shows that, the proposed optimization converges quickly to reach the termination condition in (20) (satisfies the design specifications) compared to coarse and fine mesh SM optimization. The speedup factor of 16.9 is calculated using (6) which results in a parallel efficiency of about 67.61%. Even with a much To further examine the robustness of the algorithm with respect to the quality of the optimum solution, we consider the optimization solution obtained using classical quasi-Newton approach shown in the Fig. 11(b) . The optimal point obtained using direct EM optimization (all values are in mm) is a local minima at which the design specifications are still not satisfied. The value of the objective function at is 39.028. On further optimization, the value of the objective function doesn't improve using existing gradient based approach in the EM simulators. To verify the optimization solution obtained using direct EM optimization is a local minima, we perturb each design variable of by 0.1% of in both positive and negative directions. Table V shows that all the neighboring points obtained by perturbation have a higher value than the at . This confirms that is a local minima. Therefore, classical quasi-Newton method cannot proceed further because the gradient of increases even for a small step size of the next optimization update. Using the proposed method, we perform optimization using as the starting point. The value of objective function decreases to 10.0457 after one iteration of the proposed method. The optimization update after first iteration is . In order to demonstrate the fact the proposed method has a better possibility of avoiding being trapped in local minima we use a discrete parameter , where . By varying , fine model responses are evaluated at the sample points generated using (21) Fig. 13 . Value of objective function evaluated at each by changing . The value of objective function increases as increases in a small neighborhood which confirms is a local minima. With large step size of the optimization update , our proposed optimization can jump over the trap and find the new solution , where the value of the objective function is much lower than that at the local minima obtained using classical quasi-Newton method. As shown in Fig. 13 , the value of the objective function increases as increases within a small neighborhood . When is further increased, the value of the objective function jumps over the local minima trap, . This demonstrates the fact the proposed algorithm with large and effective optimization updates has a better chance of avoiding local minima traps than classical quasi-Newton which uses smaller optimization updates. This feature increases the robustness of our proposed algorithm compared to classical quasi-Newton method.
C. Optimization of a Dielectric Resonator Antenna
The third example is a dielectric resonator loaded antenna example [35] - [37] as shown in Fig. 14 . The monopole antenna is loaded with dielectric resonator discs to increase the operating range of the monopole. The height of the monopole from the ground plane is fixed at 8.75 mm and therefore limits the lower end of the operating frequency range of the antenna. Height and height are the heights of the dielectric resonator loaded disc on the monopole. The dielectric resonators have inner radius and outer radii , for each disc respectively. The ground plane size is chosen to be 35 mm 35 mm. The design space vector for the example are chosen based on the sensitivity information.
Fine model evaluation is performed by HFSS EM simulator using interpolated simulation feature. Fast simulation feature cannot be used because of the wide frequency range. The desired antenna specifications for the above structure are defined as in the frequency range of 7.5 GHz to 20.5 GHz. The initial central point is selected based on the values given in [37] while the values for the other set of parameters (fixed parameters such as ground plane size, length and radius of the monopole) are assigned using designer experience and knowledge.
(all values are in mm) with is used as the starting point for the optimization process. The neighborhood around the central point for an th iteration is defined in (3). Here, is a user defined initial trust radius selected based on the sensitivity of the fine model data and is chosen as (all values in mm). for this structure is chosen as (all values in mm) which is 20% of the central point .
gives the relaxed value until the surrogate model no longer predicts the model responses accurately. Typically, it is a user defined value and is selected based on the sensitivity of each design variable.
In this example, the optimization problem space has five design variables. Using regression techniques the size of weighting vector is calculated to be 21 (i.e., ). For a good surrogate model, the number of data samples is selected to be greater than the size of weighting vector . Using DOE [27] with five variables and five levels (subspace divisions), 25 different geometrical samples are obtained which are far fewer and feasible for parallel computation compared to full-grid distribution requiring 5125 samples . These 25 data samples are distributed on multiple computers (computer cluster) with eight processing cores for each computer to evaluate 25 fine model responses in parallel.
The set of 25 fine model responses are used to generate a surrogate model valid in the region using Steps 4 and 5 in the proposed algorithm. Vector fitting method uses just enough number of poles so as to avoid numerical instability in (14) while estimating the weighting vectors . For this example, 12 poles are sufficient to get an accurate vector fitting for the 25 fine model responses. Later, using regression techniques (11) is solved to estimate the weighting vectors for all the coefficients. Once the weighting vectors are determined, the surrogate model optimal point is calculated by optimizing the surrogate model in the trust region . Using Steps 7-10 the next optimization update as well as the new trust radius are determined. The proposed optimization is terminated if one of the conditions in (19) and (20) is satisfied.
Using the proposed technique, the final optimal solution (all values are in mm) is obtained after six iterations. Fig. 15(a) and Fig. 15(d) shows the fine model response at the initial central point (starting point) and final optimal solution respectively. The values of the objective function for the proposed optimization are shown in Fig. 16 . Fig. 16 shows that, the proposed optimization satisfies the design specifications in six iterations.
For comparison purposes, we use coarse and fine mesh space mapping optimization method [21] to optimize this filter. Fig. 15(c) shows the final optimal point is obtained after one iteration. We also performed direct EM optimization of the antenna using HFSS internal optimization feature (quasi-Newton optimization algorithm) for a further comparison. Fig. 15(b) shows the final optimal point is obtained after 62 fine model evaluations. Table VI and Fig. 15 shows that direct EM optimization takes 16h 32min and coarse and fine mesh SM optimization method takes 323.99 min whereas our proposed technique takes 170.16 min using 25 parallel processors (one processing core for one fine model evaluation) to reach an optimal point using frequency interpolating simulation feature.
In factor of 20.5 is calculated using (6) which results in a parallel efficiency of about 81.98%. The proposed parallel technique deliberately increases the total number of fine model evaluations and results in a large and effective optimization updates. Also, it is observed from the three examples that the parallel efficiency of the proposed parallel technique increases dramatically when the fine model evaluations CPU time is much greater than surrogate model generation and optimization CPU time.
IV. CONCLUSION
A trust-region based optimization technique has been proposed for microwave structures using parallel computational approach. The proposed method achieves speedup in the optimization process even if a coarse model is not available. Speedup in optimization has been achieved by using large and effective optimization updates in each iteration which resulted in fewer optimization iterations. In the proposed technique, we deliberately increase the number of fine model evaluations without increasing the computation time by using a parallel computational approach. This method has high parallel efficiency using fast simulation feature and interpolating simulation feature in available EM simulation tools. The proposed technique makes EM optimization more practical for microwave circuit design.
In the present paper, we have focused on the optimization of passive circuits. One possible future direction is to expand the proposed parallel optimization approach for active circuit design which typically requires computationally expensive nonlinear circuit simulation within optimization loops. In this paper, a moderate number of design variables are used to demonstrate the capability of the proposed technique for passive circuits. A second possible direction is to expand the proposed method to handle more EM samples with more parallel processor cores as the design space increases with increase in dimensionality. The third possible direction is to investigate the higher order regression techniques including neural networks to handle more design variables so that a close match between the fine model response and surrogate model is achieved. By doing so, the proposed gradient based EM optimization can be expanded to address large optimization problems in a relatively large neighborhood.
